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 Alleged infringement of article 1 of SCA and article 101 of TFEU, complaint by VAPAT: 

Coordination to set a common strike price above market conditions for hedging 

derivatives of interest rates, which the lending banks required the syndicated loan 

customers to contract with them. 

 Very serious infringement (art. 63.1.c), fine up to 10% of total turnover (art. 64).
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Infringing companies: four of the leading financial institutions in Spain.

 Affected market: Interest rate derivatives associated with syndicated loans for

project finance.

The complainant’s main activity is the
promotion, construction and operation of
wind parks and infrastructures.



 The banks provided syndicated loans for Project Finance

 The banks required the borrower to hedge with derivatives (usually collars and

swaps) against unfavourable movements in interest rates (for the client)
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EXAMPLE OF AN INTEREST RATE COLLAR

Cap rate Floor rate Variable benchmark interest rate



 The value of a hedging instrument is the present value of all expected future

cash flows during the contract.

 The value of an interest rate collar: cap and floor

 The value depends on

• the level of the strike prices

• the expected evolution of the relevant interest rate

 The buyer of the derivative should pay the an amount equal to its value

• cap, floor

• net value of the collar
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Value of interest rate derivatives



 The banks made the borrower contract the hedging instrument with them,

arguing that they were in the position to make the best possible offer

 The banks offered to provide the hedging instrument “at zero cost” for the client

and “at market conditions”:

• in general, the strike price was to be set at the level –according to market

conditions– where the value of the hedging instrument was zero at the time

of the transaction

• the client did not have to pay a premium for the interest rate derivative
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Hedge to be provided by banks at “zero cost”



 The banks offered the client a common strike price by coordinating their quote

before meeting with the client

 VAPAT complained that the strike price was set above the price that would

ensure a zero value of the hedging instrument

• The client did not have to pay an initial premium to the banks

• However, a higher floor rate would mean a negative initial value of the

contract for the client
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Coordination to offer a common strike price



 The CNMC analysed over 40 syndicated loans and associated hedging

instruments for 22 firms between 2006 and 2016

 The documentation of the case is 50,000 pages long

 Among them, transcripts of recordings containing conversations between the

derivative specialists of the banks before a strike price is offered to the client

 The Statement of Objections (January 2017) included two problems

• Tying of the syndicated loan with the provision of the hedging instrument

• Coordination between the banks to offer common strike prices above those

that would ensure a “zero cost” for the client
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Building the case
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Commissioned by Date Prepared by Content

VAPAT March 

2015

Prosper 

Lamothe

Valuations of three of VAPAT’s collars (on 31.12.10) using a 

Black 76 model (similar to the Black Scholes model used by 

Bloomberg). 

Very negative.

SABADELL April 2015 EY They analyse Lamothe’s assessment focusing only on one 

of VAPAT’s collars (CYL). 

They point out alleged methodological errors in his 

valuation. Negative but smaller. Risks and costs.

SABADELL October 

2016

Solchaga

Recio

Analysis of efficiencies of the “single product” as well as 

the competitive structure of the market. 

They try to prove that the client benefits from the single 

product offered by the banks.

SABADELL December 

2016

Solchaga

Recio

They try to justify the necessity of coordinating the strike 

price of the derivative (which they admit they do).

Emphasis on the effects on the guarantees for the banks.

Expert reports before the SO



Expert reports after the SO

Commissioned by Date Prepared by Content

CAIXABANK

SANTANDER

SABADELL

February 2017 KPMG They carry out a survey and conclude that tying of 

the syndicated loan and the derivative as well as 

coordination of strike prices are widespread 

practices in derivatives associated with syndicated 

loans in Project Finance.

BBVA

CAIXABANK

SANTANDER

SABADELL

February 2017 Compass 

Lexecon

Theoretical analysis on the reasons why derivatives 

associated with syndicated loans in Project Finance 

should be one single product and why 

coordination of the strike price of the derivative 

(which they admit they do) is necessary to set the 

same strike price for all banks.
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 Expert reports and allegations by the banks

• Efficiencies of bundling the syndicated loan and the hedging instrument for

all parties involved

• The need to coordinate the strike price of the derivative (which the parties

admit they do)

• Both would be widespread practices in the market

• About the valuation of derivatives: it is negative, but a lot less negative than

what VAPAT says

• The negative valuation of the derivatives is explained by the operating

costs and risks faced by the banks
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Allegations by the banks



 The Decision by the CNMC’s Board set aside the first problem and focused on

the second

 The need for a single strike price for all banks was not questioned by the

CNMC either

 The competition problem was whether strike prices

• were fixed openly and under market conditions

• or through an agreement contrary to antitrust rules

 Ample direct evidence that the floor and fixed swap rates offered to clients were

set before the meeting with the clients and above “market prices”

 To assess the effects of the practice, the CNMC analysed the differences in the

valuation of derivatives between VAPAT and the banks
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CNMC’s decision



Valuation of financial derivatives

 The CNMC used the same valuation methodology that the banks used in

their allegations.

 We carried out the valuation of a sample of 6 collars and 8 swaps from

different firms and projects at the transaction date.

 However, the Decision only included the valuation of 4 collars (each from a

different VAPAT company) for which VAPAT’s expert and the banks had

provided disparate valuations.

 The results showed that the valuation of all collars at the transaction date was

significantly negative (floor strike price above market; premium)

 The valuation of the collars obtained by the CNMC on the date of transaction is

very similar to that provided by the banks: deviations from 0.2% to 4.5%

(methodology)

 We then estimated the floor rate that would cause the derivatives to have zero

value at the transaction date (rate set was 36%-145% higher)
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